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local oppression. Perhaps some memory of his father's last words strengthened that side of his nature that was always " pityfull to the poor." " I do here offer myself/1 he said, " an instrument for good in any man's hand. He that useth me most hath most of my heart, even to the meanest man within the whole jurisdiction."
Wentworth might beg for a truce to old feuds, but the North was not likely to respond, and he was soon making new enemies on all sides. He had most of the qualities that attract enmity—a hot temper and a haughty manner, inflexible honesty, contempt for laziness, hatred for every backstairs way of making money. " Justice without respect for persons" has been called his motto. The work was tough, for the North was a curious mixture of the modern and the primitive. On the one hand the clothing interest of the West Riding was against him. On the other were turbulent noblemen like Lord Eure, who got into debt and refused his creditors satisfaction until Wentworth brought up artillery from Scarborough to enforce their claims. There was Sir John Bourchier, an old alum profiteer, who had to be imprisoned for breaking down the King's fences on land recently adjudged Royal Forest. Wentworth persuaded the King to release him after six months. In eight years, Bourchier was giving hostile evidence at Wentworth's trial; in sixteen he had put his signature to the death-warrant of King Charles.
Wentworth went on his way. He stopped a campaign of slander against himself, made successful sallies against the encroachments of the Westminster courts, supported the levy of ship-money, knighthood fines, and forest enlargement, bullied the gentry into doing their work. He accused them of " observing a superior command no farther than they liked themselves, and of questioning any profit of the Crown , . . which might help it to subsist of itsdi" If he made friends to balance his enemies they were not among the rich and powerful. We only know
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